Plain Language Summary
Von Willebrand disease (VWD) is a relatively common disease inherited from your parents that can cause uncontrolled bleeding. However, the level of awareness of this disease in the medical community is low and sometimes patients with the disease are not diagnosed for many years, and therefore do not receive appropriate medical treatment.
Here, we aimed to understand how many people may be living with this disease in the USA without a diagnosis. To do this, we looked at anonymous records from private medical insurance claims. We first identified patients with VWD and looked at the symptoms listed in their records. We then looked for other patients that had insurance claims for symptoms that closely matched those of the patients we knew had VWD, but that did not have a diagnosis of
Introduction
Von Willebrand disease (VWD), the most common inherited bleeding disorder, is caused by defects or deficiency in the von Willebrand factor (VWF) plasma protein. A Canadian study found a prevalence of symptomatic VWD in the primary care setting of at least 0.1%, while a European survey identified a prevalence of treated VWD at 4.5-24 per million people. 1, 2 Although genetic variants associated with VWD are equally common in males and females, symptoms such as heavy menstrual bleeding (HMB) may lead to higher rates of diagnosis in females. 3 Von Willebrand disease is underdiagnosed among symptomatic patients, owing to a lack of disease awareness 3 and the complexities of clinical and laboratory assessments. [4] [5] [6] This increases the burden of disease on patients and the health care system, as accurate diagnosis and categorization of VWD are necessary to inform the therapeutic strategy for episodic bleed management and, in severe cases, for longterm prophylaxis via VWF replacement. 4, 6, 7 Bleeding symptoms such as epistaxis, HMB, and joint or gastrointestinal (GI) bleeds ─ together with comorbidities such as iron deficiency anemia ─ can negatively impact quality of life and increase health care utilization. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] Patients with VWD are also exposed to a higher risk of future bleeding complications from pregnancy, childbirth, surgical and dental procedures, and minor injuries, which can be managed with appropriate intervention following diagnosis. [14] [15] [16] We showed recently, through longitudinal analysis of medical insurance claims data from a commercially insured US population, that VWD patients' need for bleed care (number of medical claims for VWD or bleeding events and prescription claims) was substantially reduced after (vs before) VWD diagnosis. 17 However, misrecognition of VWD was common, with a quarter of patients visiting the same health care specialty for episodic bleed care at least twice before diagnosis. After diagnosis, misrecognized patients continued to have more bleed claims than other diagnosed patients, although the overall frequency of bleed claims was reduced; this further highlights the importance of accurate and timely diagnosis. 17 The objective of the current analysis was to utilize claims data and unary modeling to estimate the occurrence of undiagnosed, symptomatic VWD (or other mucocutaneous bleeding disorders with similar symptoms) in the commercially insured population. A further objective was to characterize the demographics, symptoms, and care settings of these undiagnosed patients.
Methods

Data Source
Data are from the IMS Health PharMetrics Plus Database, which contains individual-level, de-identified health care claims information from employers, hospitals, and health plans on more than 150 million commercially insured patients in the United States. Data were extracted for medical claims for VWD (ICD-9 286.4), other bleeding disorders and bleeding events, and for prescription claims for treatments of interest resulting from physician encounters between January 1, 2006 and June 30, 2015. We did not include qualitative platelet disorders coding in this analysis, and primary diagnoses of hemophilia A or treatment with anticoagulants (identified by diagnostic or treatment codes) were excluded. Because this study used de-identified patient data, ethical approval was not required.
Development Of The Unary PatientFinding Predictive Model For VWD
A 2-class approach is typically used in predictive modeling, with the disease model being built on 2 groups: patients who have the disease and people who do not have the disease. 18, 19 However, in our population, VWD status was definitive only for patients previously diagnosed with the disease, making this approach inappropriate. Therefore, we applied a proprietary approach to a relatively new framework of statistical study, referred to as positive-unlabeled learning, 20 by constructing a model that compares the intrinsic properties of patients with known disease (the reference set) vs a set of patients whose status is unknown (the potential set). By developing a unique, multivariate "fingerprint" of a single (unary) class of patients with VWD in the reference set, we could assign a likelihood of having VWD/bleeding disorders to individuals in the potential set by assessing their similarity to severely symptomatic VWD patients in the reference set. In this study, the reference set consisted of severely symptomatic patients with diagnosed VWD (users of, or in the investigators opinion candidates for, VWF replacement therapy), and the potential set consisted of symptomatic patients with minimal criteria that would suggest VWD disease (Table 1) . Within the reference set 2 claims with associated VWD codes from separate visits were required to avoid "rule out" diagnoses, and patients were required to be enrolled for at least 2 years to further increase confidence in the diagnosis. 21 During the development of the model, multiple clinical variables and patient characteristics were evaluated in order to identify those that contributed the most to the accuracy of the model in identifying an individual with severe VWD symptoms within the reference set. This was achieved by removing each variable in turn, and determining how much the accuracy of the model decreased as a result; the variable with the greatest effect on model accuracy was indexed to 100, and the other variables were then ranked according to the relative decrease in accuracy compared with this index value (mean decrease accuracy). By this process, a set of 12 variables were identified, that best defined the severely symptomatic patients with diagnosed VWD (Table 2) .
Application Of The Predictive Model
The refined, 12-variable VWD model was applied to the potential set of undiagnosed patients who had what we considered to be the minimal criteria for a symptomatic VWD patient (Table 1) . These patients were assigned scores based on their likelihood to have symptomatic VWD/bleeding disorder according to the model. The final step was to determine the number of candidates having a strong likelihood of VWD/bleeding disorder, balancing the need to have both a sufficiently large number of candidates, and sufficient confidence in the classification of VWD/bleeding disorder. We identified 2 groups of patients from the potential set, based on their similarity to the VWD predictive model: "best fit" patients, in whom the positive predicted value (PPV) of the model was 83%, and "good fit" patients, in whom the PPV was 75%. Thus, we could have between 75% and 83% confidence that the patients in the potential set are similar to those severely symptomatic patients with a diagnosis of VWD, and are therefore likely to have a bleeding disorder that would warrant evaluation and potentially treatment.
Estimation Of Patients With Potential VWD In The Commercially Insured US Population
Best-fit patients were characterized by demographic, bleed type, and care setting. The number of symptomatic undiagnosed patients with VWD/bleeding disorders within the wider commercially insured US population was estimated by multiplying the size of the best-fit and good-fit populations by a projection factor of 10.4. This projection factor • History of VWF replacement use after diagnosis • ≥2 bleeding claims • ER visit for ≥1 bleeding event in the 12 months before diagnosis
• ≥1 bleeding claim and a claim for a general bleeding disorder • ≥1 joint bleed, GI bleed or bleed complicating a procedure in the 12 months before diagnosis
• ≥2 procedures to stop bleeding or 1 procedure to stop bleeding and 1 bleeding claim
• ≥2 bleeds within 12 months before diagnosis
• ≥1 bleeding claim and a prescription claim for drugs to treat bleeding
• Not using anticoagulants such as warfarin • Not using anticoagulants such as warfarin 
Results
Patient Populations
A total of 10,420 patients (72% female, 28% male) met the criteria for the reference set of symptomatic patients diagnosed with VWD, of whom 3153 patients were severely symptomatic (users of, or considered to be candidates for, VWF replacement therapy). A total of 507,668 patients (86% female, 14% male) met the criteria for the potential set (symptomatic, undiagnosed patients). Figure 1A and B shows the sex and age distribution of patients in the reference and potential sets, respectively.
Predictive Factors For VWD Diagnosis And Potential VWF Replacement Therapy
The 12 variables that best defined the severely symptomatic subset of reference set patients are shown in Table 2 .
The variable that had the greatest effect on the accuracy of the model for the detection of potential bleeding disorders was the frequency of procedures to treat bleeding events, and this was indexed to 100. The next strongest predictive variables were younger patient age (mean decrease accuracy 83%), frequency of all bleeds (53%), frequency of GI bleeds (52%), sex (49%), and frequency of emergency room (ER) visits (45%).
Identification And Characterization Of Undiagnosed, Symptomatic Patients With VWD Or Other Mucocutaneous Bleeding Disorder
Application of the 12-variable model to the potential set identified 3318 best-fit patients (PPV 83%), and 37,163 good-fit patients (PPV 75%). Most (97%) best-fit patients were female, of whom 94% were less than 46 years of age, and 52% were between 31 and 45 years of age ( Figure 1C ). The most common bleed type claims among female best-fit patients were HMB (with claims from 49% of female patients), other bleeds (24%), and GI bleeds (21%) (Figure 2 ). Female best-fit patients most commonly sought bleed care treatment from a hospitalist/ER physician (38% of patients), obstetrician/gynecologist (33%), or primary care physician (22%); 7% had visits to gastroenterologists, 5% to each of hematologists and pediatricians, and 3% to each of ear nose and throat specialists and surgical specialists. Treating specialist varied by patient age: hospitalist/ER physicians provided care for 43% and 32% of patients aged 16-30 and 31-45 years, respectively, and obstetrician/ gynecologists for 31% and 41%. Table 3 shows the percentage of visits by females of different ages to different health care settings. Among the 101 male best-fit patients, most (66%) were aged 16-30 years ( Figure 1C) . The vast majority (98%) of male best-fit patients had GI bleed claims (Figure 2 ).
Estimated Number Of Patients With Undiagnosed Symptomatic VWD Or Other Mucocutaneous Bleeding Disorders
Projections gave an estimate of between approximately 35,000 (3318 best-fit patients×10.4) and 387,000 (37,163 Figure 1 Age and sex distribution of (A) the reference set (symptomatic, diagnosed VWD patients); (B) the potential set (undiagnosed patients with minimal criteria to define a symptomatic VWD patient); and (C) undiagnosed patients who best fit the model for symptomatic VWD. Abbreviations: HMB, heavy menstrual bleeding; VWD, von Willebrand disease.
good-fit patients×10.4) patients with symptomatic undiagnosed VWD or other mucocutaneous bleeding disorder within the commercially insured US population.
Discussion
Key Findings
This analysis of medical insurance claims data with unary modeling indicated that up to 1 in 500 commercially insured individuals in the United States may have undiagnosed, symptomatic VWD or other mucocutaneous bleeding disorder. The patients in the potential set who provided the best fit for the VWD model were predominantly women of reproductive age, around half of whom had claims for HMB. This is perhaps unsurprising given that VWD may be disproportionally symptomatic in women of child-bearing age, 6 and that HMB is a common presenting symptom: a systematic review reported a prevalence range of 5%-24% among women presenting with HMB, 23 and the reported prevalence of VWD in adolescents with HMB ranges from 3%-36%, depending on the clinical setting. 24 It is, however, noteworthy that HMB did not emerge as a predictor of potential VWD or other mucocutaneous bleeding disorders in this model. This may have been because HMB was a common feature among women in the reference set, which would decrease the value of HMB as a specific predictor of VWD in this combined model incorporating male and female data. It is possible that gender-specific analyses may reveal criteria (such as HMB) that may more accurately predict undiagnosed bleeding disorders within a single gender only.
Study Strengths And Limitations
The PharMetrics Plus database enabled analysis of large numbers of symptomatic diagnosed VWD patients to inform our predictive model, although there was no suitable database to externally validate the model. The database has a geographical bias (with a preponderance of patients from the northeastern United States) and is restricted to the commercially insured population; thus, findings may not be generalizable to other geographical or insurance populations. The analyses assume a similar age and gender distribution in the PharMetrics Plus population compared with the overall US commercially insured population, and that patients with continuous enrollment are representative of all insured patients; and the latter is acknowledged as a limitation. Our estimates should not be extrapolated to the wider US population, given the low capture rate in PharMetrics Plus of patients aged 65 years and over, and differences in symptomatic presentation of VWD by age (HMB, for example, is restricted to women of reproductive age). Our model did generate a wide range of estimates for the number of patients who may have undiagnosed symptomatic VWD or other mucocutaneous disorders, nevertheless, we believe even the most conservative estimate supports the need for further research, and to ensure clinicians are aware of this potentially unrecognized group of patients. Our analysis focused on the prediction of severely symptomatic patients who might be candidates for VWF therapy, and as such may have underestimated the number of undiagnosed patients with milder symptoms (such as those with low VWF levels) who might benefit from diagnosis and specialist care. Indeed, identification of diagnosed patients (for generating the predictive model) relied in part on ICD-9 coding for VWD, which does not provide information on VWD type or distinguish "low VWF" from other conditions. Additionally, the lack of an ICD-9 code may not always mean a patient is undiagnosed, as occasionally a diagnosis code may be omitted from billing claims for patients with medical diagnoses. Miscoding is another potential limitation: for example, some patients may receive a VWD diagnostic code following laboratory evaluation, and retain this even if the diagnosis is not subsequently confirmed. It is also possible that our model may have included patients with other mucocutaneous bleeding disorders such as inherited or acquired platelet function defects or patients on anti-platelet drugs; and patients with chronic liver disease were not excluded.
For these reasons, we acknowledge that it is not possible to definitively state that the patients in the reference set had VWD, rather than another bleeding disorder with similar symptoms. However, we believe the requirement for at least 2 medical VWD or VWF claims should provide a degree of confidence in the VWD diagnosis; we cannot exclude the possibility that the undiagnosed patients all have VWD while sharing similar characteristics to patients with other mucocutaneous bleeding disorders. In the analysis of health care setting, it is possible that some hematologists were represented as hospitalists, owing to limited information within this dataset on physician specialty within hospital settings.
A further potential limitation is that the proportion of male patients identified as having potential bleeding disorders was lower than expected: men comprised only 3% of the best-fit individuals identified in the potential set. This may reflect the higher proportion of women in the reference set, which would be expected given that women are generally more highly represented in VWD diagnoses than men. This in turn may have resulted in characteristics that most confidently identify females with VWD or similar disorders playing a greater predictive role in the model. Similar analyses on single-sex populations might be necessary to estimate the potential number of undiagnosed VWD or other bleeding disorder cases among men.
The strength of this type of analysis is that it relies on real-world evidence of patient-level health care utilization. We were able to compare the health care utilization history of VWD patients before diagnosis vs a group of potential patients to identify and quantify patients who best fit those patterns of health care utilization. Because this dataset represents such a large percentage of the commercially insured population it allowed for a broad sample to assess as the reference population and a broad sample to search for undiagnosed patients. Further, in this type of study we are limited to observation of patients' claims histories, without sight of potentially important defining traits of significantly symptomatic VWD, such as the length of menstrual period or the number and type of bleeds with no associated health care utilization. We are also limited to observing the span of patients' enrollments in the plan, which may not provide their entire symptom histories.
Implications For Education And Research
Diagnosis is important for appropriate management of VWD, and thereby for minimizing the burden of bleeding symptoms and complications on patients and the health care system. 3, 9, [14] [15] [16] Our previous analysis showed that diagnosis of VWD was associated with improved patient outcomes in terms of a lower frequency of bleed claims after (vs before) diagnosis, but that many patients were misrecognized prior to diagnosis.
17
Our present findings, which suggest (based on computer modeling) that there may be a significant number of patients with symptomatic but undiagnosed VWD or other mucocutaneous bleeding disorders within the commercially insured population, underscore the need for continued health care practitioner education to increase VWD detection and diagnosis and are in line with recent calls for improved VWD community education. 25 Educational efforts to increase awareness of VWD symptoms and evaluation should focus on hospitalists/ER physicians, obstetrician/gynecologists, and primary care physicians ─ particularly those managing HMB in women. Surveys of obstetricians/gynecologists suggest that while awareness of VWD as a possible cause of HMB has increased, there remains much opportunity for improvement. 26, 27 In a previous analysis of the PharMetrics Plus database, we showed that patients who were serially misrecognized before VWD diagnosis were predominantly young and middle-aged women, many of whom had claims for HMB. 17 Improvements in the recognition and diagnosis of VWD in adolescent girls are also needed. 28 Despite evidence that VWD is among the most commonly encountered bleeding disorders in adolescents with abnormal uterine bleeding 29 and that testing may be cost-effective, 30 laboratory testing is performed infrequently 31, 32 and diagnosis may be delayed into adulthood. 33 In 2001, the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists (ACOG) indicated that routine screening for coagulation disorders in adolescents with anovulatory bleeding was warranted, and that an underlying coagulopathy such as VWD should be considered in all patients (particularly adolescents) with abnormal uterine bleeding. 34 In 2006, the American Academy of Pediatrics in collaboration with ACOG issued a position statement advising that hematologic disorders (particularly VWD) should be considered in females with HMB, especially at menarche. 35 Prospective studies with objective assessment of menstrual flow and frequency, and standardized hemostatic testing and laboratory definition of VWD, are needed to determine the true frequency of VWD in adolescents.
Organizations such as the Foundation for Women & Girls with Blood Disorders play a vital role in provider education and raising awareness, with the aim of improving diagnosis and treatment of blood disorders in females. Dedicated multidisciplinary young women's bleeding disorders clinics, with a core team of hemostasis experts and gynecologists, may provide improved care for adolescent and young women with HMB, and increase the rate of detection of previously undiagnosed bleeding disorders including VWD. 36 There is also scope for raising awareness of VWD among patients themselves, who may dismiss their symptoms of HMB as "normal," 37 and for online campaigns that seek to improve awareness and knowledge of bleeding disorders (www.better youknow.org and https://letstalkperiod.ca//).
38,39
Our findings also highlight a need for increased awareness of VWD as a potential cause of other types of bleeding in both men and women, including GI bleeding, which was the predominant bleeding symptom among males and the second most common in females in this analysis. GI bleeding in VWD is often associated with angiodysplasia and investigators have demonstrated that qualitative defects of VWF alter angiogenesis and can lead to vascular malformations, particularly in the GI tract, leading to difficult-to-manage GI bleeding. 40 It may soon be possible to prevent or slow the progression of angiodysplasia formation in patients with VWD, if identified before adulthood.
Conclusions
Computer modeling using medical insurance claims data suggests there may be a significant number of patients 
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